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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate Council
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO INESCAPABLE EVENTS
ON SUBSEQUENT COPULATORY BEHAVIOR OF

MALE LABORATORY RATS

By

SUSAN E. WARD

August, 1980

Chairman: E.F. Malagodi

Major Department: Psychology

A series of three experiments was performed to assess effects of

escapable and inescapable shock on the escape and copulatory behaviors

of male Long-Evans hooded rats. During Experiment I, sexually experienced

rats received either one session of inescapable shcck or adaptation in

the apparatus used for tests of copulatory behavior. Following exposure

to shock, all rats but one did not copulate during the first test of

sexual behavior. With repeated tests of sexual behavior, all but one rat

eventually resumed copulating. Rats that had not received shock

exhibited no changes in copulatory performance. Experiment II involved

repeating the procedures employed in Experiment I with sexually naive

rats. Following one session of shock, only 15% of the rats copulated,

while 70% of the nonshocked rats copulated. With repeated tests of

sexual behavior, 45% of the shocked rats eventually copulated. When

copulation occurred during Experiments I and II, there were no
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statistically significant differences among groups with respect to

individual measures of copulatory behavior. In Experiment III, sexually

experienced rats were exposed to one session of either inescapable and

escapable shock, escapable shock only, or no shock in an operant

conditioning chamber and subsequently were tested for copulatory

behavior in a different apparatus. Orly those rats exposed to both

inescapable and escapable shock failed to exhibit efficient shock-escape

performance. None of the rats exhibited changes in sexual performance

attributable to the shock manipulation. There was a slight, although

statistically nonsignificant, trend for rats that received inescapable

shock to show increased latencies to reinitiate copulatory behavior as

well as enhanced second series performance (i.e., decreased number of

intromissions to ejaculation).

Copulatory performance was most severely disrupted when inescapable

shock sessions and tests of copulatory behavior were conducted in the

same apparatus. Under similar shock and sexual behavior testing

conditions, both sexually experienced and sexually naive rats exhibited

temporary suppression of copulatory behavior. Results are discussed

in terms of the "Learned Helplessness" theory and its model for human

reactive depression, and in terms of shock effects on normal male rat

copulatory behavior.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present experiments was to examine effects of

various laboratory procedures involving presentation of electric shock

on the subsequent copul atory behavior of male laboratory rats. These

experiments relate to two separate, but potentially related, lines of

research. The first line of research has considered the enhancement

and inhibition of the sexual behavior of laboratory rats following

presentation of peripheral electric shock. The second line of research

has addressed the laboratory phenomenon of "Learned Helplessness"

(e.g., Seligman, 1975) and the suppression of various behaviors following

presentation of noncontingent electric shock. The literatures of each

of these investigations are briefly reviewed below and related to the

current experiments.

Normal Copulatory Behavior in Laboratory Rats

Copul atory behavior in male rats normally consists of a pattern

of three classes of behavior that occur in a fairly regular sequence.

Mounts are characterized by the male mounting and clasping the female

and exhibiting pelvic thrusting without vaginal penetration. Intro-

missions involve mounting with vaginal penetration. An ejaculation is

characterized by the ejaculation of semen during a mount with vaginal

penetration. A "series" culminates with ejaculation and consists of

mounts and intromissions prior to and including that ejaculation.

The following measures of male rat copulatory behavior are commonly
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used (Dewsbury, 1967): mount latency (ML)— the time from the start of

the test until the first mount or intromission occurs; intromission

latency (IL)--the time from the start of the test until the first

intromission occurs; ejaculation latency (EL)--the time from the first

intromission of a series until the ejaculation of that series; mean

interintromission interval (Mill)— the ejaculation latency divided by

the intromission frequency; and, postejaculatory interval (PEI) --the

time from the ejaculation of one series until the first intromission

of the next series.

In describing changes from normal copul atory behavior resulting

from experimental procedures, a decrease in the number of intromissions

prior to ejaculation ( i . e . , a less than normal amount of genital

stimulation prior to ejaculation or a decreased latency to begin

copulating), can be described as a sensitization or enhancement effect.

Conversely, an inhibition of copul atory behavior can be defined as

an increase in the latency to initiate copulation (i.e., increased

mount or intromission latency) or an increase in the latency to resume

copulation after an ejaculatory series has been completed (i.e., in-

creased postejaculatory interval), as well as by a decrease in

ejaculation frequency.

Shock Effects on Copulatory Behavior of Male Rats

The presentation of peripheral electric shock has been shown to

have varied effects on the normal sexual behavior of male

laboratory rats. Three basic classes of procedures have been utilized

in assessing shock effects: (1) Shock has been presented contingent

upon the emission of sexual behavior. (2) Noncontingent periodic

schedules of shock presentation have been utilized during tests of
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sexual behavior. (3) Prior to tests of sexual behavior, shock has been

administered in the absence of the female stimulus according to a non-

contingent aperiodic schedule of presentation.

Contingent Shock Presentation

Electric shock presented contingent upon the emission of a mount

or intromission results in decreases in mount, intromission, and

ejaculation frequencies (e.g.. Beach, Conovitz, Steinberg, and Goldstein,

1956). These results are consistent with the findings in the general

punishment literature where behavior dependent presentation of shock

results in suppression of a variety of behaviors (e.g., Azrin and

Holz, 1966).

Noncontingent Periodic Shock During Sexual Behavior

Under conditions of noncontingent periodic shock presentation at

moderate levels of intensity (1.5 to 3.5 mA) during tests of sexual

behavior, various behaviors are generally facilitated (e.g., Barfield

and Sachs, 1968, 1970; Caggiula and Eibergen, 1969; Caggiula and

Vlahoulis, 1974; Goldfoot and Baum, 1972; Poliak and Sachs, 1975; Sachs,

Macaione, and Fegy, 1974). Both sexually experienced males (e.g.,

Barfield and Sachs, 1968, 1970; Caggiula and Vlahoulis, 1974; Poliak

and Sachs, 1975; Sachs et al., 1974), and sexually naive males (e.g.,

Caggiula and Eibergen, 1969; Goldfoot and Baum, 1972) exhibit decreased

latencies to mount and intromit and a decreased latency to ejaculation,

as well as a decreased frequency of intromissions to ejaculation when

shock has been presented periodically during sessions of copulatory

behavior testing. In all of the above studies electric shock has

been presented periodically (e.g., once every 20 sec) during tests of

sexual behavior.
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Noncontingent Aperiodic Shock Prior to Sexual Behavior

Pairing electric shock and a neutral stimulus (tone), followed by

the presentation of tone alone during later tests of sexual behavior

with chronic non-copul ators results in the emission of normal patterns

of sexual behavior (Crowley, Popolow, and Ward, 1973). Crowley et al

.

(1973) paired aperiodic shock with a tone prior to tests of sexual

behavior in chronic non-copul ators (i.e., rats that exhibited no mounts

or intromissions during five 15-min tests with receptive females). In

this study, three 10-min conditioning periods were interspersed by 5-min

rest pauses. During each conditioning period, 5-sec tones, immediately

followed by 0.5-sec shocks (1.5-3. 5 mA) were presented every 20 sec on

the average (Variable time, VT 20 sec). Following the final condition-

ing period, rats were tested for sexual behavior with either tone but

no shock on the VT 20 sec scheudle or with neither tone nor shock. When

the tone was presented during sexual testing, the rats began copulating

after no more than two tones, pacing their mounts and intromissions to

the tone presentations. Rats tested without shock or tone did not

copulate. Thus, a tone that had been paired with inescapable noncontingent

shock resulted in enhancement of sexual behavior. Although no shock was

presented during tests of sexual behavior in the Crowley et al
. (1973)

experiment, the tone previously paired with shock was present during

sexual testing. Therefore this study bears a certain similarity to

experiments in which shock is presented during tests of sexual behavior.

Utilizing different procedures. Beach and Fowler (1959) presented

shock prior to tests of sexual behavior and found sensitization effects.

Shock presentation sessions during the Beach and Fowler (1959)

study occurred twice daily for five days. Each session consisted of
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random presentation of 2 mA intensity 0.5 sec shock, 100 times in 5

min. Rats had either limited sexual experience (i.e., one ejaculatory

series completed prior to shock) or more extensive sexual experience

(up to six ejaculatory series completed prior to shock). In these

experiments, electric shock was presented in one apparatus, and sexual

testing was conducted either in that apparatus or in a different

apparatus. These experimenters found that rats with limited sexual

experience, when tested in the apparatus in which shock had been pre-

sented earlier, exhibited fewer intromissions per ejaculation and de-

creased ejaculation latency relative to both nonshocked rats and shocked

rats tested for sexual behavior in a different apparatus. Rats with

more extensive sexual experience, tested for sexual behavior in the

shock presentation apparatus, also showed fewer intromissions per

ejaculation and decreased ejaculation latency, as well as increased

mount and intromission latencies during tests of sexual behavior

conducted after shock sessions than in pre-shock tests. The results of

Beach and Fowler (1959) differ from the other studies cited here in that,

rather than a decrease in latency to initiate sexual behavior found in

studies where shock was presented during tests of sexual behavior,

latencies in the Beach and Fowler (1959) study were increased. However,

Beach and Fowler (1959) presented aperiodic random shock rather than

periodic shock, and presented shock prior to rather than during sexual

behavior tests.

Although not addressed by Beach and Fowler (1959) several questions

concerning their results remain unanswered. Beach and Fowler (1959)

interpreted their results in terms of a sensitization effect (i.e., le^s

stimulation required prior to ejaculation). However, in their study.
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some animals did not copulate following shock, and latencies to

initiate copulation did not decrease, but in fact increased, indicating

a possible inhibitory effect of shock on sexual behavior. No details

were given concerning the behavior of the rats that did not copulate,

or whether these rats resumed copulation during later tests of sexual

behavior.

Another line of research has investigated not sexual behavior per

se but rather a variety of behaviors in general which are suppressed

after the presentation of a specific arrangement of aperiodic shock

(e.g., Seligman and Beagley, 1975; Seligman, Rosellini, and

Kozak, 1975). M.E.P. Seligman (e.g., 1975) has found latency to escape

shock increases for rats previously exposed to aperiodic shock, and has

suggested that latency to initiate various behaviors including sexual

behavior should also increase following such shock arrangements.

Several procedural differences between the studies of Seligman

and his co-workers (e.g., Seligman and Beagley, 1975; Seligman

et al . , 1975) and those of Beach and Fowler (1959) are evident.

First, the Seligman procedures involve one session of 80 shocks

that pulse on and off every 0.5 sec, while the Beach and Fowler

(1959) procedure involves a total of 10 shock sessions across five days

with 0.5 sec shocks presented every 3 sec on the average for 5

min. Thus, although the total shock duration in both studies are

similar (600 and 500) sec), the temporal placement of shock differs

greatly (across five days and across 90 min). Seligman and Beagley

(1975) utilized shock of 1.0 mA intensity while Beach and Fowler (1959)

used 2.0 mA shock. In addition, Seligman and Beagley (1975) employed

grid shock to the feet whereas Beach and Fowler (1959) used subcutaneous

safety-pin electrode shock presentation. In spite of the differences
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in procedures, Seligman's (e.g., 1975) prediction that latency to

initiate sexual behavior will increase following his procedures is

consistent with the findings of Beach and Fowler (1959) for sexually

experienced rats.

Experiments I and II of the present series of experiments were

conducted in order to determine whether the exact temporal arrangement of

shock presentation differentially affects sexual behavior. Specifically,

would one session of electric shock presented on a variable noncontingent

schedule sensitize sexual behavior as well as inhibit the initiation of

sexual behavior (e.g.. Beach and Fowler, 1959), would it merely inhibit

the initiation of such behavior (e.g., Seligman, 1975), or would it

result in other effects?

As in the procedures of Beach and Fowler (1959) shock and sexual

behavior testing sessions were conducted in a similar apparatus. However,

rather than employing the schedules of shock presentation utilized by

Beach and Fowler (1959), shock was presented according to the procedures

demonstrated by Seligman and Beagley (1975) to increase latency to

initiate shock escape behavior during later escape testing. During

Experiment I, sexually experienced rats received shock while during

Experiment II, subjects were sexually naive.



CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENT I

Method

Subjects

Sixteen sexually naive male Long-Evans hooded rats, at least 100

days old at the start of the experiment served as subjects. Forty

additional sexually experienced females were employed during tests of

sexual behavior. Rats were housed individually in Wahmann hanging cages

with free access to water and Purina laboratory chow in a large colony

room. A 12:12 light-dark cycle with light onset at 0800 hr and offset

at 2000 hr was in effect throughout the experiment.

Apparatus

Tests of sexual behavior were conducted in a cylindrical Plexiglas

arena 45 cm in diameter and 55 cm high which was placed on a wood base

covered with San-i-cel litter material. Inescapable shock was presented

in the Plexiglas arenas used for sexual testing. For shock conditions

and for adaptation periods, the arenas were placed on a grid base composed

of metal rods 3 mm in diameter spaced 13 mm from each other. During

shock sessions, shock of 1.0 mA intensity that pulsed on and off

every 0.5 sec was delivered through the grids via a Grason-Stadler

scrambled shock generator (Model 700). All shock and adaptation

sessions and tests of copulatory behavior were conducted in a room

separate from the colony room.
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Procedure

Prior to the start of the experiment, eight rats were

arbitrarily selected for each of two groups. Group I rats

(Inescapable shock presentation) received shock and tests of sexual

behavior while Group C rats (Copulatory behavior only) received only

a control manipulation and tests of sexual behavior. Table 1 presents

the sequence of procedures for Experiment I. All rats were given

six tests of copulatory behavior conducted between 1300 and 1600

hr, spaced by four to six days per male.

Measures of copulatory behavior that were taken were mount

frequency (MF), intromission frequency (IF), mount latency (ML),

intromission latency (IL), ejaculation latency (EL), and post-

ejaculatory interval (PEI). A derived measure of mean inter-

intromission interval (Mill) was also calculated. A numeral

following a measure indicates the ejaculatory series for that

measure (e.g., MF- 1 is the number of mounts which occurred during

the first ejaculatory series of a given test; IF-2 is the number of

intromissions emitted during the second ejaculatory series of a

given test). The measures of sexual behavior were defined as

described in the Introduction.

Tests of copulatory behavior were conducted either through two

ejaculatory series or to a satiety criterion of 30 min with no

intromissions or ejaculations, whichever came first. Four days

following the third test of sexual behavior (the final test prior

to treatment), each rat in Group I received on session of 80

trials of inescapable shock presented with a mean intertrial interval
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Table 1

Order of procedures for Experiment I

Sequence Group I Group C

1 . CB 1 CB 1

2. CB 2 CB 2

3. CB 3 CB 3

4. IS adapt 80 min

5. CB 4 CB 4

6. CB 5 CB 5

7. CB 6 CB 6

(CB= test of sexual behavior; IS=

trials; adapt=adaptation session

: inescapable shock session, 80

in shock arena)
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(ITI) of one min (Variable Time or VT 1 min). Individual ITIs ranged

from 10 to 110 sec. Each trial consisted of a 15-sec presentation of

1.0 mA shock which pulsed on and off every 0.5 sec. All sessions

were conducted between 1200 and 1500 hr and each lasted approximately

90 min. Observations of the rats' behaviors were made by the experimenter

during each session. An event recorder provided records of the temporal

distribution of trials and ITIs.

Within 10 min following the shock session, rats were placed in

another Plexiglas arena on a wood base covered with San-i-cel litter

material and allowed to adapt for 10 min. An arbitrarily selected

sexually receptive female was placed into the arena with the male and

the fourth test of sexual behavior was conducted. Following three tests

of sexual behavior. Group C rats received 80 min exposure to the shock

arena apparatus, followed by the fourth test of copul atory behavior as

for Group I rats. All rats received two additional tests of copulatory

behavior (Tests 5 and 6).

Female rats were brought into behavioral receptivity with 0.1 mg

estradiol benzoate injected intramuscularly 48 hr before testing, and

1.0 mg progesterone injected intramuscularly three hours prior to

testing. This procedure reliably produced sexual receptivity. Each

female was utilized in tests no more often than once every two weeks.

To ensure that the females would be sexually receptive during the

experimental tests of copulatory behavior, immediately prior to tests

of copulatory behavior they were placed with a non-experimental "indicator"

male until the male had mounted and the female displayed lordosis.
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Results

Figure 1 presents the percentage of rats copulating during each

of the tests of sexual behavior conducted for each group. All rats in

both groups copulated in all tests of sexual behavior conducted prior to

either inescapable shock or adaptation sessions. All animals receiving

only adaptation sessions copulated during sexual behavior Tests 4, 5,

and 6. Inescapable shock resulted in no copulation for all but one

rat during the test of sexual behavior immediately following the shock

session (Test 4). During the second test of copulatory behavior after

shock presentation (Test 5) only one Group I rat failed to copulate,

although another male completed only one ejaculatory series before the

30 min satiety criterion had elapsed. During the final test of sexual

behavior (Test 6) all rats in Group I copulated with the exception of

the male that had completed only one ejaculatory series during Test 5.

The Group I male that copulated during Test 4 continued to copulate in

all subsequent tests, each time completing two ejaculatory series.

Differences between groups for the number of rats copulating were

significant for Test 4 (Fisher exact probability test, p=. 00006) but

not for Tests 5 and 6 (Fisher exact probability test, p=.4727). Within

Group C there were no differences among the number of rats copulating

during Tests 4, 5, and 6; however, within the inescapable shock group

there were significant differences among the number of rats copulating

across Tests 4, 5, and 6 (Q=26.4, df=2, p <001).

In examining the various individual measures of copulatory behavior

for differences within groups across tests. Test 1 was not included

because not all of the rats completed two ejaculatory series during

that test. Each measure of copulatory behavior was examined for Group
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C across Tests 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 for differences using a Friedman two-way

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for each measure. There were no statistically

significant within-group differences for any measure of copulatory behavior

2
across these tests with the exception of ML (Xr =10.1, df=4, p <.05).

Group C mean mount latencies for Tests 2 and 5 were shorter than for

other tests.

Wilcoxon sign-rank tests were conducted to assess any differences

for each individual measure of copulatory behavior within Group I for

those tests during which more than one rat copulated. These analyses

revealed no differences for any measure of copulatory behavior across

Tests 2 and 3 (prior to shock presentation), as well as no differences

across Tests 5 and 6 (after shock presentation when most rats had

resumed copulating) for rats that copulated in Group I during these

tests. Thus, copulation was essentially the same for any given test

as well as across tests when copulation occurred in this group.

Table 2 presents means and standard errors for all measures of

copulatory behavior for Tests 2-6 for both groups. Data are included

only for those individuals completing two ejaculatory series during

these tests. Mann Whitney U tests were performed to compare differences

between groups for individual measures of copulatory behavior during

Tests 2-6. Differences for all measures were statistically nonsignificant

for all tests with the exception of IF-2 for Test 6 (U=6.5, p <.006).

During this test Group I rats exhibited the lowest mean intromission

frequency for any test.

The one Group I rat that copulated through only one ejaculatory

series during Test 5 showed fewer intromissions to ejaculation, longer

mount and intromission latencies, and longer mean intervals between
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intromissions for that series than were exhibited in any other test

during which that male copulated. For this subject, although copulation

did occur during Test 5, it appeared to be different from the behavior

during the tests prior to shock. This rat failed to exhibit any sexual

behavior during Test 6.

In summary, when copulation occurred, no measures showed statistically

significant differences within groups. Between groups, there were also no

differences between measures of copulatory behavior when copulation did

occur. Thus, with the exception of the one Group I rat that copulated

during only one series in Test 5 and did not copulate thereafter, shock

initially resulted in the cessation of copulation when the shock apparatus

and the copulatory testing apparatus were similar. This elimination of

sexual behavior was only transient. Given that copulation did occur

during later tests, it was essentially the same for all rats regardless

of whether or not they had received prior inescapable shock.

Discussion

Sexually experienced rats exhibited a temporary cessaction of

sexual behavior following one session of inescapable shock presentation

during Experiment I. Once these preshccked rats resumed copulating,

their performance was similar to that behavior prior to shock. Beach

and Fowler (1955), also using inescapable shock, found differing results.

Their sexually experienced rats that did copulate following shock sessions

emitted fewer intromissions to ejaculation and decreased ejaculation

latency; however, their rats also showed increased latencies to

initiate sexual behavior.

At least two possible suggestions arise from these differing

results. It is possible that the results of the present experiment

represent an extreme of a continuum of inhibitory shock effects.
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whereas the Beach and Fowler (1959) results represent a less profound

variation of this effect. Thus, the procedures utilized by Beach and

Fowler (1959) may have resulted in a mild inhibition of sexual behavior

initiation which was expressed by increased mount and intromission

latencies. Results of Experiment I of the present experiments may

represent a stronger example of the same inhibitory effect on sexual

behavior initiation, resulting in increased mount and intromission

latencies sufficiently long to be measured as a temporary suppression

of the initiation of sexual behavior.

Another possible explanation is that these differing results may

represent different shock effects. It may be that shock presentation

is initially inhibitory with respect to copulatory behavior; this

could result in temporary cessation of sexual behavior. With repeated

shock sessions this inhibitory effect may dissipate, thus only an in-

crease in latency to initiate sexual behavior would occur. It has

been demonstrated that a single session of inescapable shock with

laboratory rats will decrease brain norepinephrine levels as well as

general activity levels (e.g., Weiss, Glazer, and Pohorecky, 1976;

Weiss, Glazer, Pohorecky, Brick, and Miller, 1975). Repeated shock

sessions result in a return to normal levels of both brain norepinephrine

and general activity (e.g., Weiss et al .

,

1976; Weiss et al .

,

1975).

Processes similar to those involved in brain norepinephrine depletion

and general activity level decreases may thus be operating in the

present experiment and those of Beach and Fowler (1959).

To assess the differential effects of single versus multiple

sessions of inescapable shock, the experiments performed by Beach and

Fowler (1959) could be repeated, with sexual testing conducted after
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the first session of shock presentation. Should rats exhibit a cessation

of sexual behavior after one session of shock presented according to

the procedures of Beach and Fowler (1959), but not after repeated,

sessions, one could attribute this cessation to an initial inhibitory

effect of shock with more confidence.

Experiment I shock procedures could also be repeated across days.

If, after repeated sessions of this arrangement of shock presentation,

the inhibitory effects of shock decrease, one could hypothesize that

repeated shock itself, rather than the schedule of shock presentation,

affects the inhibition of sexual behavior.

Because sexually experienced rats exhibited different behavior

changes, or at least more dramatic changes, during Experiment I than

the rats in the Beach and Fowler (1959) experiments, it appears useful

to examine the behavior of sexually naive rats using the procedures of

Experiment I. Experiment II therefore addressed the questions of

Experiment I, utilizing sexually naive rats.



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENT II

Although Beach and Fowler (1959) found an enhancement of sexual

behavior (i.e., fewer intromissions to ejaculation and decreased latency

to ejaculation) after inescapable shock presentation, during Experiment

I of the present experiments, the rats exhibited a temporary cessation

of sexual behavior following shock sessions. Ten of Beach and Fowler's

(1959) rats were sexually experienced to the extent of having achieved

one ejaculation prior to shock sessions. Another group of their subjects

had received six tests of copulatory behavior to a criterion of one

ejaculatory series prior to shock presentation. Those rats having more

sexual experience were found to show less enhancement of copulatory

behavior following shock than did the less sexually experienced animals.

Interestingly, these more sexually experienced rats also exhibited

increased mount and intromission latencies after shock sessions. Beach

and Fowler (1959) suggested that prior sexual experience in a situation

which becomes "punishing" (i.e., is later paired with the presentation

of shock) may have a protecting effect, resulting in a lesser magnitude

of sexual behavior changes following shock. The "protection" against

greater magnitudes of change in sexual behavior found by Beach and

Fowler (1959) extended only to enhancement effects since the more

sexually experienced rats did show changes in intromission latencies

(mean intromission latencies for these rats were nearly three times

longer after shock than prior to shock).

21
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Experiment II was designed therefore, to examine effects of

presenting inescapable shock in a sexual testing arena on the later

copulatory behavior of sexually naive rats in that arena. Any possible

effects of previous sexual experience would thus be minimized.

Method

Subjects

Forty sexually and experimentally naive male Long-Evans hooded rats,

at least 100 days old at the start of the experiment served as subjects.

All were housed as described in Experiment I. Eighty sexually experienced

females were employed in copulatory behavior tests.

Apparatus

The apparatus for shock presentation and that for sexual behavior

testing were identical to those used in Experiment I.

Procedure

Rats were arbitrarily assigned to one of two groups composed of

20 subjects each. Group I rats first received one session of inescapable

shock, followed 10 min later by the first of three tests of sexual

behavior. Group C rats received adaptation in the shock arena followed

10 min later by the first of three tests of sexual behavior. Each rat

received a total of three tests of copulatory behavior each separated

by four to six days. Procedures were identical to those of Experiment I

with the exception that no tests of copulatory behavior were conducted

prior to the inescapable shock or adaptation sessions. Table 3 presents

the sequence of procedures for Experiment II.

Results

Figure 2 presents the percentage of rats in each group that copulated

during the three tests of sexual behavior. During Test 1, 70% of the
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Table 3

Order of procedures for Experiment II

Sequence

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

Group I Group C

IS adapt 80 min

CB 1 CB 1

CB 2 CB 2

CB 3 CB 3

(IS= inescapable shock, 80 trials; adapt = adaptation session;
CB=test of copul atory behavior)



Fig. 2. Percentage of rats in each group that copulated during each

test of sexual behavior during Experiment II. (CB= test of

copulatory behavior; * X^=l 0.23, p <.01

)
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Group C rats (14 subjects) copulated. All but one of these rats

continued to copulate during Tests 2 and 3. Three Group I rats (15%)

copulated during Test 1, and also copulated during Tests 2 and 3. One

Group I rat copulated only during the second test and completed only

one ejaculatory series. All other rats in both groups completed two

ejaculatory series whenever they exhibited sexual behavior. Thus, for

Group I, 10 rats copulated during three tests (i.e., exhibited three

positive tests), eight rats during two tests and three rats during only

one test. Within Group C, 13 rats completed three copul atory tests,

whereas one rat completed only one test. No other subjects copulated

during any of the three tests. Differences in probability of copulation

between groups were statistically significant for Test 1 (X =10.23,

p <.01), but not for Test 2 (X^=1.60, p >.20) or Test 3 (

X

2
= . 91 , p >.70).

Within group differences in probability of copulation across all

three tests of sexual behavior were tested using the Chocran Q statistic.

For Group C rats, probability of copulation across tests did not differ

significantly (Q=2.0, df=2, p >.30); however, differences were statistically

significant for Group I rats (
Q=1 0 . 29 , df=2, p <.01 ).

Group means and standard errors for individual measures of copulatory

behavior for first, second, and third positive tests, presented in

Table 4, include data for only those rats completing two ejaculatory

series during a given test. Comparisons between groups for the

individual measures of sexual behavior were conducted in the following

manner: The test during which copulation first occurred was compared

for Group I rats (n=10) and Group C rats (n=14) using Mann Whitney U

tests. All measures, with the exception of PEI, revealed no statistical

significance. One Group I rat completed only one ejaculatory series
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during this test. When this subject was not measured as exhibiting a

PEI, differences between groups for PEI were significant (U=3I
,
p=.05).

However, when the satiety criterion (30 min) was used as a measure of

PEI for this subject, differences were not significant. One Group C

subject approached this PEI value (21 min) so it is possible that the

Group I rat may have resumed copulation had the satiety criterion been

longer.

Group I rats that completed a second successful test of copul atory

behavior were compared with Group C rats that also exhibited a second

positive test (Group I, n=8; Group C, n=13). All subjects copulating

completed two ejaculatory series. Mann Whitney U tests revealed no

statistical significance for all individual measures of copulatory

behavior. Third positive test comparisons between groups (Group I, n=3;

Group C, n=13) again revealed no statistical significance for any

measure of sexual behavior.

In summary, after receiving inescapable shock, only three rats (15%)

copulated during the first test of sexual behavior. Group C rats,

receiving only adaptation prior to the first test of sexual behavior

showed very different results: Fourteen of these rats (70%) copulated.

Thus, shock in this situation suppressed copulatory behavior immediately

following shock . Given that copulation did occur, differences in

individual measures of copulatory behavior were not statistically

significant for first, second, or third tests. Inescapable shock in

this experiment had an all-or-none transitory effect with respect to

copulatory performance. Once shocked rats began to copulate, their

performance was similar to that of non-shocked rats with equivalent

sexual experience.
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Discussion

The results of Experiment II of the present experiments extend the

findings of Experiment I to sexually naive rats. The procedures utilized

during these experiments resulted in a temporary suppression of copul atory

behavior for rats with a history of successful copulation, as well as for

rats with no previous sexual experience. When preshocked sexually naive

rats began copulating, their performance was similar to that of unshocked

controls.

Prior sexual experience during these experiments may have provided a

small measure of "protection" against disruptive effects of shock, as

suggested by Beach and Fowler (1959). During the first test of sexual

behavior following shock, 85% of both the sexually experienced and sexually

naive rats failed to copulate; however, during the second test following

shock only 25% of the sexually experienced rats failed to copulate whereas

40% of the sexually naive rats still failed to exhibit sexual behavior.

This difference for Test 2, however, is small and not statistically significant.

It is difficult to conclude from these experiments that there were any

differential effects of shock due to sexual experience. The possible

explanations for temporary suppression of sexual behavior, offered for the

results of Experiment I, are applicable to these results also.

It is still possible however, that the inhibitory effects found in

Experiments I and II are due to processes hypothesized by Seligman (e.g.,

1975) to be operating during "Learned Helplessness" experiments. The

primary measure of "helpless" behavior in rats has been a shock-escape

response (e.g., Seligman and Beagley, 1975; Seligman et al., 1975).

Experiment III was designed to assess both shock-escape and copulatory

behaviors following the schedule of shock presentation utilized in

Experiments I and II.



CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENT III

The phenomenon of "Learned Helplessness" has implications for

studies of shock effects on laboratory rat copulatory behavior.

According to a theory proposed by M.E.P. Seligman (e.g,, 1975), the

presentation of uncontrollable inescapable events results in subsequent

deficits across a variety of behaviors. This phenomenon, termed

"Learned Helplessness," has been proposed as a model for human reactive

depression. Among the symptoms of human reactive depression are

reported decreases in sexual activity and sexual desire. According to

Miller, Rosellini, and Seligman (1977), "testing the learned helplessness

model of depression requires the demonstration of similarities in symptoms,

etiology, cure, and prevention" (p.130). Thus, "helpless" laboratory

animals should show a decrease in sexual activity parallel to that of

human depressives. As the effects of "Learned Helplessness" on the

sexual behavior of laboratory animals have not been investigated, one

purpose of Experiment III of the present experiments was to examine these

effects. Before presenting Experiment III procedures and results, the

phenomenon of "Learned Helplessness" and its relation to human reactive

depression are briefly examined.

The Phenomenon of "Learned Helplessness "

Following initial experimental histories of randomly presented

inescapable electric shock, laboratory rats typically exhibit subsequent

deficits in escape performance in a variety of situations (Seligman and

30
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Beagley, 1975; Seligman et al
. , 1975). The behavior of rats exposed to

inescapable shock is characterized by later failures to escape from shock

or increased latencies of escape responses, as well as failure to continue

to escape once a successful escape response has been emitted. These

deficits identify "helpless" behavior (e.g., Overmier and Seligman, 1967;

Seligman and Beagley, 1975; Seligman and Maier, 1967). The standard

procedures for obtaining "helpless" behavior in laboratory rats (Seligman

and Beagley, 1975) consist of one session of 80 trials of 1.0 mA

inescapable shock presented for 15 sec with a mean intertrial interval

of 1 min.

"Learned Helplessness" is not an isolated phenomenon. First obtained

in dogs (Overmier and Seligman, 1967; Seligman and Maier, 1967), deficits

in a variety of behaviors following inescapable events have been observed

in numerous species including humans (e.g., Hiroto, 1974; Hiroto and

Seligman, 1975; Thornton and Jacobs, 1971); domesticated cats (e.g.,

Seward and Humphrey, 1967); laboratory mice (e.g., Braud, Wepmann, and

Russo, 1969); and goldfish (e.g., Padilla, Padilla, Ketterer, and

Giacalone, 1970); as well as laboratory rats (e.g., Seligman and

Beagley, 1975; Seligman et al . , 1975). These effects have been obtained

across a variety of tasks other than shock-escape, including a swimming

response (e.g., Braud et al . , 1969); food-reinforcement training (e.g.,

Seligman, 1975); shock-elicited attack (e.g., Maier, Anderson, and

Lieberman, 1972); anagram-solving (e.g., Hiroto, 1974) and discrimination

task-solving (e.g., Hiroto and Seligman, 1975; Tiggemann and Winefield,

1978). The behavior of organisms exposed to inescapable events is

typically characterized by failures to respond or increased latencies to

respond, and by failure to continue responding after a response has

resulted in reinforcement.
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These various experimental findings taken together have led

Seligman and his co-workers (e.g., Maier and Seligman, 1976; Seligman,

1975) to propose a general theory of "Learned Helplessness." Simply

stated, the theory states that response-independent events occurring

randomly in time result in three classes of behavioral deficits. Maier

and Seligman (1976) describe these deficits in "motivation," "cognition,"

and "emotion." By "motivational deficits" these theorists refer to

increased latencies in responding. "Cognitive deficits" are exemplified

by failures to perform a correct response after a correct response has

resulted in reinforcement. According to Seligman (e.g., 1975), the

organism learns "nothing I do matters" and ceases to respond. "Emotional

disruption" is inferred from observations that animals exposed to prior

inescapable shock show more huddling and inactivity during later sessions

of escapable shock than do naive animals (e.g., Overmier and Seligman, 1967;

Seligman and Beagley, 1975; Seligman and Maier, 1967); and that these

animals also show a higher incidence of ulcers, weight loss and defecation

(e.g., Weiss, 1968, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c). Because inescapable events

other than shock (e.g., inescapable noise, Hiroto, 1974; pre-session

handling, Richter, 1957; response-independent food presentation,

Rosellini and Seligman, 1975) result in similar deficits during later

training, Seligman (e.g., 1975) contends that these results describe a

phenomenon of general behavioral disruption. Presenting a motivational

and cognitive explanation, Seligman (e.g., 1975) proposed that "helpless"

subjects learn that events are independent of voluntary responses. This

learned "expectation" produces later failure to learn an appropriate

response by (1) decreasing the organism's motivation to attempt to

respond, and (2) by interfering with the organism's learning to associate
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or perceive the relationship between shock termination and the new

response. At a functional level, then, "helpless" behavior is defined

by two classes of deficits: (1) failure to initiate responses or

increased latency to response initiation, and (2) failure to maintain

responding after a successful response has been emitted and reinforced.

"Learned Helplessness" and Human Reactive Depression

Various characteristics of "Learned Helplessness" have been

suggested to have parallels in symptoms of human reactive depression

(e.g., Miller et al., 1977; Seligman, 1975). Reactive depression refers

to a reduction in responding that is said to occur as a result of external

environmental events such as the death of a loved one or natural disaster

(Miller et al
. , 1977). Several similarities between the symptoms of

reactive depression in humans and deficits found in "helpless" animals

have been reported (e.g., Miller et al., 1977; Seligman, 1975). Table 5

presents a summary of some of the features common to "Learned Helplessness"

and human reactive depression. A prominent symptom of depression,

commonly labeled "passivity," is a failure of or decrease in the initiation

of activities. Such passivity and deficits in initiating responses also

occur in "helpless" animals (e.g., Overmier and Seligman, 1967; Seligman

and Beagley, 1975; Seligman and Maier, 1967). Observations that depressed

persons engage in fewer activities and show reduced interpersonal

responding relative to nondepressed persons, describe the depressive

symptom of psychomotor retardation. These human behavioral deficits are

similar to the observed deficits of both initiation and maintenance of

ongoing responding found in "helpless" animals (e.g., Overmier and

Seligman, 1967; Seligman and Beagley, 1975; Seligman and Maier, 1967).

Deficits in cognitive actions are demonstrated by intellectual

slowness and learning, memory, and IQ deficits observed in depressed
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Table 5

Summary of symptoms common to learned helplessness
and human reactive depression

learned helplessness

symptom

"passivity" (i.e.,

deficits in initiating
responses and maintain-
ing ongoing behavior)

depression

"passivity" (i.e.,
psychomotor retar-
dation)

cognitive deficits (i.e.,
failure to maintain ongoing
behavior after responding
has been followed by
reinforcement)

negative cognitive set
(i.e., reported per-

ception of responses
as failures)

emotional deficits
(i.e., anorexia,
weight loss)

emotional deficits
(i.e., reduced interest
in food, weight loss)

sexual deficits
(referred to in

Seligman, 1975, but
undocumented)

loss of 1 ibido (i.e.,
reported decrease in

sexual desire and sexual

activity)
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patients. Seligman (e.g., 1975) contends that "helpless" animals

exhibit cognitive deficits that interfere with future responding.

Depressed patients not only make fewer responses, but also perceive and

report their responses as failures, paralleling the lack of maintenance

of responding found in "helpless" subjects after contingencies of

reinforcement have been contacted (e.g.. Miller et al., 1977; Seligman,

1975).

Behavioral observations and patient self-reports indicate reduced

interest in food, sex, and interpersonal relations among depressed

individuals similar to the "emotional" disruptions of anorexia, weight

loss, and social deficits reported for "helpless" animals (e.g., Maier,

1968, 1971a, 1971b, 1971c). There are, however, no reports in the

experimental literature directly concerning the effects of "Learned

Helplessness" procedures on the subsequent sexual behavior of laboratory

animal s

.

Seligman (1975) and Miller et al . (1977) suggest that human reactive

depression is not especially well defined behavioral ly and thus requires

a model to provide structure for examining its etiology, manifestation,

and cure. "Learned Helplessness" has been offered as such a model.

Within this framework for conceptualizing depression, the deficits

observed in human reactive depress ives, including sexual problems, may

be explored in laboratory animals and manipulated in ways that might

suggest their prevention or cure in humans. For example, Seligman

(e.g., 1975) suggests that prior successful experience with response-

dependent events can prevent later behavioral disruption. Dogs and rats

that were trained to escape shock prior to the presentation of inescapable

shock (e.g., Seligman, 1975; Seligman and Beagley, 1975), did not fail

to escape after presentation of inescapable shock. "Helpless"
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animals, physically forced to perform successful escape responses,

overcome the disruptive effects of inescapable shock (e.g., Seligman et

al . , 1975). This forced escape suggests a possible "cure" for depressed

persons: repeated exposure to successful response-dependent tasks often

results in human depressives overcoming a lack of response initiation

(e.g., Maier and Seligman, 1976; Miller et al., 1977; Seligman, 1975).

According to the "Learned Helplessness" hypothesis (e.g., Maier and

Seligman, 1976; Seligman, 1975; Seligman and Beagley, 1975; Seligman et

al . , 1975), escapable and inescapable shock have different effects on

subsequent escape performance. In a series of experiments, Seligman and

Beagley (1975) have demonstrated such escape deficits in laboratory rats.

Rats given inescapable shock later failed to learn a Fixed-Ratio three

(FR 3) lever press shock-escape response, whereas rats with no prior

inescapable shock history successfully emitted the response.

Seligman (1975) suggests that escape deficits observed following

presentation of inescapable shock are not specific merely to that

situation. Rather, these deficits reflect a learned "expectation" that

outcomes are unaffected by responding, i.e., the organism has no control

over outcomes. Learning such an expectation of uncontrollability tends

to generalize across all situations, affecting the entire repertoire of

behavior. Seligman states, "I believe the psychological state of help-

lessness produced by uncontrollability undermines response initiation

quite generally" (1975, p. 36). He continues:

most generally put, the incentive to

initiate voluntary responses to control

any outcome (e.g., food, sex, shock
termination) comes from the expectation
that responding will produce that outcome.

When a person or animal has learned that

the outcome is independent of responding,
the expectation that responding will produce

the outcome wanes; therefore response
initiation diminishes. (1975, p. 49)
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If "helpless" animals demonstrate escape deficits while naive

animals do not, and if "helplessness" indeed does imply deficits that

generalize across tasks, one might expect to find deficits in copulatory

performance following inescapable shock but not following escapable

shock. Although escapable versus inescapable shock effects on

copulatory behavior have not been examined explicitly, noncontingent

aperiodic shock (e.g.. Beach and Fowler, 1959; Crowley et al
.

,

1973)

has generally enhanced copulatory performance. If this enhancement is

due to some general "arousal" effect of shock, there should be no

differential effects of escapable versus inescapable shock on subsequent

copulatory behavior. Experiment I I T was designed, therefore, to examine

effects of inescapable shock, escapable shock, and no experimental

history on the subsequent escape and copulatory performances of male

laboratory rats.

Method

Subjects

Twenty- two male Long-Evans hooded rats, born in the laboratory

and 130-145 days old at the start of the experiment, served as subjects.

All animals were experimentally and sexually naive. Due to space

reallocation in the Psychology building, during Experiment III (which

was conducted chronologically prior to Experiments I and II), rats

were housed individually in Wahmann hanging cages with free access to

water and Purina laboratory chow. An 18:6 light-dark cycle, with light

onset at 1800 hr and light offset at 1200 hr, was in effect throughout

the experiment. Thirty female Long-Evans rats were used during tests

of copulatory behavior.
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Apparatus

Inescapable shock sessions, escape sessions, and adaptation periods

were conducted in operant conditioning chambers 30.5 cm high x 27.5 cm

wide x 24.5 cm deep. Front, back, and top walls of the chamber were

Plexiglas; side walls were metal. Chambers were housed in soundproof

IAC steel boxes (Model 102958). During all procedures the chambers

were illuminated by two houselights, one 15 W lamp located within the

steel box, 3 cm above the chamber top, and one 7 W lamp located within

the steel box, 24.5 cm from the right chamber wall. A fan provided

ventilation and masking noise. Shocks of 1.0 mA intensity that pulsed

on and off every 0.5 sec were delivered via a Grason-Stadler scrambled

shock generator (Model 700) through the grid floor of the chamber.

Steel grids were 5 mm in diameter and were spaced 15 mm from each other.

During escape testing a retractable lever 3.0 cm long x 2.8 cm wide x 1.0

cm thick, located on the right chamber wall 2.5 cm from the front wall

and 2.5 cm above the floor, was operative. During inescapable shock

sessions the lever was retracted. All programming was controlled by

standard electromechanical relay and switching equipment located in the

same room as the chamber. Cumulative response recorders provided

records of the temporal distribution of shocks, intertrial intervals

(ITI), and responses emitted during sessions. Tests of copulatory

behavior were conducted in the colony housing room in a cylindrical

Plexiglas arena 45 cm in diameter and 55 cm high which was placed on

a wood base covered with San- i -cel litter material.

Procedure

Rats were arbitrarily assigned to one of three groups prior to the

experiment. Group I (Inescapable shock) consisted of eight rats. Group E

(Escape only) was composed of eight rats, and Group C (Copulatory behavior
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only) was composed of six rats. In order to provide for comparison of

copul atory behavior before and after shock presentation, all rats

received three tests of copulatory behavior before treatment and three

tests after treatment.

Tests of copulatory behavior consisted of placing a male rat in an

arena for approximately 10 min of adaptation to the apparatus, followed

by the introduction of an arbitrarily selected behavioral ly receptive

female. Female rats were brought into and tested for behavioral

receptivity as in the previous experiments. Tests were conducted during

the light phase between 1930 and 2230 hr, no more frequently than once

every four days for each male. Criterion for termination of a completed

test was either the completion of two ejaculatory series or a 30 min

period during which no intromissions or ejaculations occurred. Measures

of sexual behavior, described for Experiments I and II, were recorded

by the experimenter using an Esterl ine-Angus event recorder.

Three days after Test 3 of copulatory behavior (the final test prior

to treatment), the rats in Group I were given inescapable shock followed

24 hr later by escape testing. Group E rats were placed in the chamber

with houselights on and the lever retracted for 80 min, followed 24 hr

later by escape testing. Group C rats were placed in the chamber for

80 min, followed 24 hr later by reintroduction to the chamber for 20 min.

Each Group I rat received one session of 80 trials of inescapable

shock presented in the operant chamber according to the schedule described

for Experiments I and II. Houselights remained on during all trials and

ITIs, and the lever was retracted. All sessions were conducted between

1800 and 2000 hr and each lasted approximately 90 min. Observations of

the rats' behaviors were made by the experimenter during each session.
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An event recorder provided records of the temporal distribution of

trials and ITIs.

Escape tests consisted of one session, for each Group I and Group

E rat, of 20 trials of escapable shock presented in the operant chamber

with the lever operative. Criterion for escape was three lever presses

(Fixed-Ratio or FR 3). At the start of each trial, shock of 1.0 mA

intensity pulsed on and off every 0.5 sec until either (1) three lever

responses were recorded, or (2) 60 sec had elapsed with no escape.

Intertrial intervals averaged one min (Variable Time or VT 1 min) and

ranged from 10-110 sec. Houselights remained on during all trials and

ITIs. All tests were conducted between 1800 and 2030 hr and each lasted

approximately 20-30 min. Observations of the rats' behaviors were made

by the experimenter during each test. A cumulative response recorder

provided records of the temporal distribution of trials, ITIs, and lever

responses during trials and ITIs. All procedures outlined for the three

groups equated the number and temporal spacing of tests of sexual behavior

as well as time spent in the shock chamber for all rats, so that chamber

time alone or repeated copulatory tests could not have differentially

affected copulatory behaviors or escape responding.

Within 10 min after the second session in the operant chamber each

Group C rat was given the fourth test of copulatory behavior. Four of

the rats in each group received Tests 4 and 5 separated by four days, and

the final test of copulatory behavior 16, 18 , or 24 days later to assess

any possible long-term effects of treatment. Table 6 presents the order

of experimental manipulations for Experiment III.
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Table 6

Order of experimental procedures for Experiment III

Sequence Group I Group E Group C

1 . CB 1 CB 1 CB 1

2. CB 2 CB 2 CB 2

3. CB 3 CB 3 CB 3

4. IS adapt 80 min adapt 80 min

5. E trials E trials adapt 20 min

6. CB 4 CB 4 CB 4

7. CB 5 CB 5 CB 5

8. CB 6 CB 6 CB 6

(IS = inescapable shock, 80 trials; adapt = adaptation in shock
apparatus; E trials = escape trials, 20 trials; CB = test of

copul atory behavior)
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Results

Escape Trials

Table 7 presents individual and mean group data for rats in Groups I

and E for the number of trials escaped and number of lever presses emitted

during trials and during ITIs. Group I rats failed to escape shock on a

mean of 15.6 escape trials per animal, while Group E rats failed to escape

on a mean of only three trials. These differences were statistically

significant (t=11.30, p <.005). Both number of leva” presses during

trials (t-11.70, p <.005) and number of lever presses between trials

(t=2.76, p < . 025 ) differed significantly between groups.

All rats with no inescapable shock history (Group E subjects) made

lever responses, often at high rates, during ITIs, whereas Group I rats

either never responded or responded at very low rates during ITIs. No

rat in the inescapable shock group made more than five lever presses

during escape testing ITIs. Escape group rats, on the other hand,

typically began pressing the lever at a very high rate during ITIs, either

using the paws or biting the lever. This high rate of lever pressing

usually began after the first trial during which shock was escaped quickly.

Observations of rats during trials showed qualitative and topographical

behavioral differences between groups. Group I rats typically vocalized

and jumped during the early trials, but on later trials made few

movements. These rats huddled in a corner grasping the grid floor, often

placing the nose between the grids, and whimpered and shuddered during

the remaining trials. Group E rats, even those that spent comparatively

longer periods of time being shocked, consistently jumped and vocalized

whenever shock was presented. These rats were never observed to huddle

in a corner and whimper as the Group I rats did. No backrolling or

other unauthorized escape responses were observed in either group.
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Table 7

Subject

Individual and

Trials out of
20 with no

escape

mean group results

# E trial

lever presses

for escape trials

# ITI lever
presses

47 20 2 0

45 20 1 0

63 18 10 0

58 18 9 1

73 16 19 3

55 14 20 4

38 13 28 5

50 6 45 5

Mean 15.6* 16.8+ 2.3++

54 9 42 • 7

64 7 41 17

51 5 45 105

46 2 56 68

56 1 58 270
59 0 60 93

39 0 60 8

48 0 60 121

Mean 3.0* 53.0+ 86 . 1 ++

* t=l 1.30, p <.005
+ t=ll .70, p <.005

++ t=2.76, p <.025
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Table 8 presents a comparison of these escape data with those of

Seligman and Beagley (1975). As can be seen in the table, preshocked

rats in this experiment (Group I) and those of Seligman and Beagley'

s

(1975) experiment showed similar deficits in escape performance. The

Group I rats in this experiment did not even reach the level of escape

performance exhibited by Seligman and Beagley 's (1975) rats. One

difference in procedures may account for this. The rats receiving

inescapable shock during the Seligman and Beagley (1975) study were

"yoked" to a naive group during escape trials in order to equate duration

of escapable shock received between the two groups. In the present

experiment, Group I rats were not "yoked" to Group E subjects during

escape trials, thus Group I rats in this experiment received a greater

total duration of escapable shock presentation than Seligman and Beagley's (19

rats. This may account for the further deficit in escape exhibited by

Group I rats in the present experiment relative to Seligman and Beagley's

(1975) preshocked rats.

Individual and group data for mean latency to escape per trial across

all trials are presented in Figure 3. Mean latency to escape (time until

the third lever press of each trial) for rats receiving prior inescapable

shock was 50.9 sec per trial, while Group E rats escaped after an average

of 23.2 sec per trial (t=2.56, p < . 025 ) . There was little overlap among

subjects in the two groups for mean latency to escape. Most lever responses

occurred during early trials when the rats would jump and fall on the lever

or when the tails would hit the lever and register a switch closure. No

paw presses or lever biting were observed for Group I rats. Those Group I

rats that spent less than 90% of possible shock time being shocked exhibited

no improvement in escape performance across trials. Typically, successful
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escapes were made during earlier trials, followed by consistent

failure to escape during later trials.

One Group I subject performed as well or better with respect to

mean escape latency than four of the Group E rats. This Group I rat

did not exhibit, however, decreased latency to escape across trials;

rather, later trials most often resulted in longer latencies to escape

than earlier trials. Specifically, this rat escaped successfully during

the first five escape trials, spending a total time of 25 sec receiving

shock out of 300 sec of shock presentation. During the final five

escape trials, the rat never escaped, spending the entire 300 sec of

shock presentation receiving shock. Table 9 presents the number of

successful escapes for all rats across the entire escape session in

blocks of five trials. Within Group E, most rats exhibited consistent

escape performance across trials, however, rats 64 and 54 showed little

evidence of improvement across trials. Group E rats that performed

well during early trials (e.g., rats 46, 51, 59, 56, 39, and 48) main-

tained efficient ongoing escape behavior. Escape by Group I rats during

early trials was not maintained during later trials. For example, rats

38 and 50 escaped successfully during early trials, yet their performance

became progressively poorer across the session.

Tests of Copulatory Behavior

Comparisons of individual measures of copulatory behavior between

groups across Tests 3 (the last test prior to treatment) and 4 (the first

test after treatment) provide information concerning differences in

treatment effects on sexual behavior. Thus, each individual measure of

copulatory behavior was subjected to a two-way Analysis of Variance

(AN0VA) to investigate differences between groups, differences across
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Tests 3 and 4, and interaction effects of groups by tests. No individual

measure of copulatory behavior showed a statistically significant

interaction effect; thus it appears that inescapable shock, escapable

shock or no shock did not affect sexual performance differentially.

Although no interaction effects were statistically significant,

Tests 3 and 4 sexual performance analyses did reveal statistically

significant differences across tests for IL (F=4.80, df=1 ,19, p < . 04 )

,

PEI (F=5 .67 , df=1 ,19, p <.03), and IF-2 (F=5.95, df=1 ,19, p < .03) , and

across groups for MI 1 1-2 (F=4.81, df=1 ,19, p < . 02 ) . Means and standard

errors for these measures for each group are presented in Table 10.

Changes in mean measures across Tests 3 and 4 are typically small and

in similar directions for all groups with the exception of PEI, for

which Group I rats exhibited a rather substantial increase from Test 3

to Test 4.

Individual data for each subject for measures of IL, PEI, IF-2, and

MIII-2 during Tests 3 and 4 are presented in Table 11. Examination of

individual subject changes reveal that only Group I rats showed a

consistent directional change in PEI scores across tests. These rats

exhibited an increase in PEI values ranging from 14 to 74 sec. Group E

rats showed no consistent directional changes in PEI values, however,

two of these rats exhibited increases of the magnitude shown by Group I

rats for this measure. Half of the Group C rats exhibited increases in

PEI, while the other half exhibited decreases.

One other consistent directional change occurred among these

measures. Most Group I rats exhibited fewer intromissions during the

second ejaculatory series of Test 4 than during that series of Test 3.

The two Group I rats not exhibiting decreased IF-2 showed no change
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for this measure. It appears then, that shock in general had no

substantial effect on subsequent copulatory behavior, although there

may be a possible weak effect of inescapable shock resulting in increased

PEIs and possibly decreased second series intromission frequencies.

Two-way analyses of variance were performed for all measures

of copulatory behavior across all six tests of sexual behavior. As

was found with Tests 3 and 4 alone, there were no significant inter-

action effects of groups by treatment.

Discussion

Rats exposed to inescapable shcck subsequently exhibited deficits

in shock-escape performance, whereas rats that had not received

inescapable shock exhibited successful shock-escape performance. Thus,

during Experiment III, the phenomenon of "Learned Helplessness" was

demonstrated.

Seligman (1975), based on findings of a variety of behavioral

deficits following inescapable shock presentation, has predicted profound

changes in sexual behavior will also occur following the procedures

utilized in Experiment III. The results of the present experiment did

not confirm Seligman's (1975) prediction. Rats exhibiting "helpless"

behavior with respect to shock-escape performance did not show similar

deficits with respect to sexual performance.

None of the rats in the present experiment exhibited changes in

sexual performance attributable to the shock manipulation. There was

a slight, although statistically nonsignificant, trend for rats exposed

to inescapable shock presentation to exhibit increased latencies to

reinitiate copulatory behavior (i.e., increased PEI) as well as enhanced

second series performance (decreased IF-2). These trends are in the
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direction, although they are not of the magnitude, predicted by

Seligman (1975). Two "helpless" behaviors with respect to shock-escape

performance are increased latencies to initiate escape responses and

decreased frequencies of these responses (e.g., Seligman and Beagley,

1975; Seligman et al . , 1975). Trends in sexual behavior changes

exhibited by inescapably shocked rats in Experiment III were for

increases in latencies to reinitiate copulation, and for decreases in

second series intromission frequencies.

It appears the conditions of Experiment III, while able to engender

"helpless" shock-escape performance, were not sufficient to affect

"helpless" sexual performance. Other factors, including prior sexual

experience, environmental arrangements of shock and copul atory testing

situations, and responses necessary to initiate sexual behavior, may

be important if "helpless" sexual performance is to be demonstrated.

These factors are discussed and related to Experiments I and II in the

General Discussion (Chapter V).



CHAPTER V

GENERAL DISCUSSION

During Experiments I and II both sexually experienced and sexually

naive rats did not copulate during the first test of copulatory behavior

after inescapable shock presentation. Shock presentation sessions and

tests of sexual behavior were conducted in the same apparatus during

these two experiments. During Experiment III, when shock was presented

in one apparatus followed by tests of sexual behavior in a different

apparatus, no statistically significant changes in sexual behavior

attributable to shock manipulations were observed regardless of whether

shock was inescapable or escapable. Results of Experiment III were

unexpected in view of the "Learned Helplessness" theory (e.g., Seligman,

1975). Preshocked rats in this experiment exhibited expected deficits

in shock-escape performance; however, these deficits in escape performance

did not predict similar deficits in sexual performance.

Several possible explanations for the lack of transfer of shock

effects from escape to sexual performances concern the arrangement of

various experimental stimuli. The experimental environments in which

shock manipulations and sexual behavior sessions occur, and the responses

required for successful shock-escape and sexual behaviors are considered

here as they relate to the results of these experiments.

Although Experiments I and II differed procedural ly in several ways

from Experiment III, the same schedule of shock presentation was employed

in all three experiments. One obvious difference between Experiments I

and II and Experiment III was the setting in which shocks were delivered,

55
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and the setting in which sexual behavior testing was conducted. During

Experiments I and II both shock sessions and tests of copulatory behavior

occurred in the same apparatus. Experiment III procedures involved a

different setting for the different sessions. Beach and Fowler (1959)

contend that "situation similarity," i.e., similarity of shock and

sexual testing environmental arrangements, was responsible for the

observed changes in sexual performance in their rats.

Seligman (e.g., 1975), however, contends that deficits in behavior

following inescapable shock presentation are primarily dependent upon

cognitive deficits that typically transfer across situations. Overmier

and Seligman (1967) and Seligman and Maier (1967) have argued that the

critical factor in helplessness effects is that the organism learns that

an outcome is independent of its responding. This learned expectation is

the "cornerstone" of "Learned Helplessness" theory (Maier and Seligman,

1976), and, under most condition, transfer of behavioral deficits across a

variety of situations and tasks would occur. Thus, dogs shocked in a

Pavlovian harness exhibited escape deficits in a different environment, a

shuttle box (Overmier and Seligman, 1967; Seligman and Maier, 1967); and

preshocked mice failed to learn a swimming response (Braud et al . , 1969).

It is possible, however, that differences in environmental arrange-

ments during treatments and testing will increase or decrease observed

behavior changes following "Learned Helplessness" procedures. According

to Seligman (1975), a factor that may limit the transfer of "helpless-

ness" from one situation to another is the "relative significance"

of the different situations. He states, "helplessness may generalize

readily from more traumatic or important events to less trau-

matic or important ones but not vice-versa" (Seligman,
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1975, p. 61). Thus, an uncontrollable shock or noise situation (e.g.,

a "traumatic" event) results in behavioral deficits in less "traumatic"

situations (e.g., food-reinforcement training, Seligman, 1975; anagram-

solving, Hiroto, 1974). Presumably, inescapable shock (a "traumatic"

event) in one apparatus would produce behavioral deficits in sexual

performance (a less "traumatic" event in a different apparatus. However,

such a transfer of behavioral deficits across situations was not found

in Experiment III.

Other researchers have questioned the transfer of deficits across

differing situations. Tiggemann and Winefield (1978) found "situation

similarity" to be an important variable in disrupting performance after

the presentation of inescapable events occurred. With human subjects,

they found "helplessness" effects on a similar, but not dissimilar test

task. Their inescapable pretreatment was noxious buzzer presentation.

The similar test task was response-dependent buzzer termination by

pressing a switch; the dissimilar test was solvable anagrams. Subjects

exposed to the similar task after the inescapable buzzer experience

failed on more trials and had longer latencies to responses than subjects

with no inescapable buzzer history. There were no differences among

groups for performance on the dissimilar task. Tiggemann and Winefield

(1978) concluded that "situation similarity" has a limiting effect on

"Learned Helplessness."

Due to procedural differences between Experiments I and II and

Experiment III, it is difficult to assess the overall effects of

similarity of treatment and testing situations. During Experiments I and

II, rats were exposed to inescapable shock but were not tested for

escape performance before tests of sexual behavior were conducted.
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Further experiments are necessary in order to compare the results of

the three present experiments in a more meaningful manner. Experiment

III should be repeated with the additional control of "yoked" escape

sessions added, and including another experimental group that receives

only inescapable shock prior to tests of copul atory behavior as a

control for any effects due to reexposure to shock £er se . Systematic

replications of Experiments I and II with the addition of two experimental

groups receiving inescapable and escapable shock or escapable shock alone

should be conducted. These additional experiments would allow a clearer

assessment of any shock effects on sexual behavior attributable to

similarity of shock session and sexual behavior session arrangements.

Another factor found to be of importance in obtaining "helpless"

effects with respect to shock-escape performance is the escape response

itself (e.g., Seligman and Beagley, 1975). Preshocked rats tested for

escape behavior in a one-way shuttle task or with FR 1 or FR 2 lever

press requirements exhibit successful escape performance (e.g., Seligman,

1975; Seligman and Beagley, 1975). Seligman (1975) and Seligman and

Beagley (1975) contend that response requirements less than an FR 2

shuttle response or an FR 3 lever press requirement may not be "voluntary"

and therefore will not measure "helplessness" effects. This suggestion

may be relevant to the sexual responses measured in the present experiments.

In the case of a behavior under strong hormonal control such as sexual

behavior, the normal stimuli associated with the female herself may

influence the emission of sexual responses. The female in sexual

tests may provide stimuli that have the potential of overriding any

posssible inhibitory shock effects. Thus, the presence of stimuli that

strongly elicit sexually behavior may not allow for the best test of
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inhibition of the initiation of that behavior. Had the rats been

trained to perform an operant task resulting in access to the female

prior to shock presentation, one could use that operant response later

to test changes in sexual behavior initiation. It is possible that

when human depressives report "decreases in libido", decreases in their

sexual activity result from a decrease in performing responses that

result in the availability of sexual partners, rather than decreases

of other sexual behaviors in the presence of a receptive partner.

Self-report data obtained from depressives (e.g., Beck, 1967) do not

differentiate between responses resulting in partner availability and

other sexual performance responses. Further research is necessary to

determine if the use of an operant response as a measure of sexual

behavior initiation can provide more useful information than the

traditional measures of mount and intromission latencies.

These present experiments, in summary, reveal the following

information: (1) Shock presented according to the parameters found by

Seligman and Beagley (1975) to result in escape behavior deficits will,

under some conditions, temporarily inhibit sexual behavior in sexually

experienced male laboratory rats. (2) These shock arrangements also will

delay the first successful sexual experience of naive rats. (3) Similarity

between environmental arrangements during shock presentation and sexual

behavior tests may be an important factor in the inhibition of sexual

behavior. (4) Deficits in the shock-escape performance of rats following

inescapable shock presentation may not predict similar changes in sexual

behavior when traditional arrangements of testing copulatory behavior

are employed.

Further research is necessary in order to clarify the conditions

under which the shock presentation procedures of Seligman and Beagley
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(1975) may affect subsequent sexual performance in laboratory rats. It

may be useful to separate initiation and ongoing performance aspects of

male rat sexual behavior employing an operant response in order to

utilize results of rat copulation in Seligman's (e.g., 1975) model of

human reactive depression. For Seligman's (e.g., 1975) model of

depression to be extended to human sexual problems, future experiments

must be conducted to determine the laboratory conditions that will

result in disruptions of sexual behavior initiation and performance in

laboratory animals.
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